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Keep ‘em out. Move the goalposts when 

imperative. Recall canonical accreditation 

is chiefly suspect. Refrain from cramming 

all your embryos in one wastebasket. Keep 

chin at continual tilt toward ozone layer. In 

periods of uncertainty, take care to practice 

the right kind of yogic stance. Whenever 

deeply immersed in transcendental trance 

shift a maximum of umpteen car lengths 

to the left. Sighing, cram what you can 

between ears, then run one kilometre. 

  

Dreaming is the least interesting part 

of sleep, a woman once wrote or said, 

mouthing another strikethrough right 

when that wan object of desire arrived 

then lost focus, quarking way ahead to 

crackling effect. Splattery will get you 

everywhere was one answer. Diversify. 

Construct a slender trauma narrative 

for/by those ideas that are no more. 

  

Sungaze. Embrace solar exposure and 

eggs beyond deathtrap articles. Allow 

for modicum of unbridled enjoyment 

then briskly cordon off any ejaculatory 

spasms. Conserve antique green water 

pistol in bottom drawer along with 

pound shop batteries that suffer from 



compatibility issues. Secure drawer 

with scaffolding and cold key kept 

naked next to defunct data stick. 

  

Rise before daybreak, a long sword 

between you. If you are swordless 

substitute broom or brush. Enchant 

the freaking world with idiocy and/ 

or genius. Then ask shills to guess 

which hand is holding back that 

equinoctial thaw of heavy slush 

pile. From architecture based 

on gallery darlings compart- 

mentalized after abstract 

expressionism, fashion 

rose in chamomile albas for the 

one you have cobbled together. 

  

Together. Yes, plan to be together 

and meditate on it like a phone 

contract. Fixate on the tiniest 

print. Swap when broken or 

bored of. Churchill that last 

phrasal fragment. Upgrade 

amount of nasal static. Leave 

mad dashes in expletive lacunae 

left by Katzenjammer key codes. 

  

Then come back and see me 

under more intimate circs. Aloof 

it is. Cave paintings are simply 

old school theatre to keep out 



riffraff. You must vie to invest 

particulars with an air of con- 

sensuality clauses. Try Beatrix 

the peregrine falcon who fell 

down the Eaton’s smokestack, 

or more recently, who was hit 

by hail over Texas. Consider 

how birds of a feather can 

formulate their own fails. 

  

Mend gate when necessary. Dis 

discussion of building a wall as 

acceptable form of exhibitionism 

in the best circles. Paint sign to 

keep neighbouring hordes from 

sheer molestation. Soften tone 

with Comic Sans, then molest 

oneself with blinds raised to 

generate buzz. Repeat mantra: 

firm pollution of self is the 

terminator of doing good 

business and the core value 

in being a boss. Rinse and 

repeat. Then directly after 

webinar, modify content 

to clone terminator seed 

for local network. Then 

touch upon short hairs. 

  

Pick up patois vernacular for 

window display. Phish chinook 

out of candlefish firewall. Apply 



grease to culturally unspecific 

nooks. Collect each convo that 

serves an ornamental function. 

For example, “they want to 

consume spirituality in a 

different way” originates 

beyond de jure parallel, a 

masterful invention full 

of self-invented masters. 

  

Trade practices do not frown 

upon espionage if intellectual 

property is involved, at least 

not in this racket. Copy what 

you can until either you or it 

evolves. Soon, you will forge 

your niche at the very verge 

of nepotistic fantasy. After 

8 to 10 rejections, cocoon. 

  

Kill your darlings. Blast the 

whites of eyes this side of 

KEEP OUT. Labour over 

exact wording of open door 

policy. Forge malleable avant- 

garde rulers with smart quotes 

on the back. Foist them on 

cleaners and people in retail. 

Dumb down everything. Save 

what is obvious. Crawl, snort, 

spout, or caterwaul to show 

solidarity. Cultivate loose lips 



that flap over contemporary 

mythology. Achieve correct 

altitude then parachute off 

the pretty face of the earth. 

 


